Problem 13.1.
A stock price is currently $40. It is known that at the end of one month it will be either $42 or $38. The riskfree interest rate is 8% per annum with continuous compounding. What is the value of a one-month
European call option with a strike price of $39?
Consider a portfolio consisting of
1  Call option
  Shares
If the stock price rises to $42, the portfolio is worth 42  3 . If the stock price falls to $38, it is worth 38 .
These are the same when
42  3  38
or   075 . The value of the portfolio in one month is 28.5 for both stock prices. Its value today must be
the present value of 28.5, or 285e008008333  2831 . This means that
 f  40  2831
where f is the call price. Because   075 , the call price is 40  075  2831  $169 . As an alternative
approach, we can calculate the probability, p , of an up movement in a risk-neutral world. This must satisfy:

42 p  38(1  p)  40e008008333
so that

4 p  40e008008333  38
or p  05669 . The value of the option is then its expected payoff discounted at the risk-free rate:
[3  05669  0  04331]e008008333  169
or $1.69. This agrees with the previous calculation.
Problem 13.5.
A stock price is currently $100. Over each of the next two six-month periods it is expected to go up by 10%
or down by 10%. The risk-free interest rate is 8% per annum with continuous compounding. What is the
value of a one-year European call option with a strike price of $100?
In this case u  110 , d  090 , t  05 , and r  008 , so that
e00805  090
p
 07041
110  090
The tree for stock price movements is shown in Figure S13.1. We can work back from the end of the tree to
the beginning, as indicated in the diagram, to give the value of the option as $9.61. The option value can also
be calculated directly from equation (13.10):
[070412  21  2  07041 02959  0  029592  0]e200805  961
or $9.61.

Figure S13.1: Tree for Problem 13.5

Problem 13.6.
For the situation considered in Problem 13.5, what is the value of a one-year European put option with a
strike price of $100? Verify that the European call and European put prices satisfy put–call parity.
Figure S13.2 shows how we can value the put option using the same tree as in Problem 13.5. The value of
the option is $1.92. The option value can also be calculated directly from equation (13.10):
e200805 [070412  0  2  07041 02959 1  029592 19]  192
or $1.92. The stock price plus the put price is 100  192  $10192 . The present value of the strike price
plus the call price is 100e0081  961  $10192 . These are the same, verifying that put–call parity holds.

Figure S13.2: Tree for Problem 13.6

Problem 13.12.
A stock price is currently $50. Over each of the next two three-month periods it is expected to go up by 6%
or down by 5%. The risk-free interest rate is 5% per annum with continuous compounding. What is the value
of a six-month European call option with a strike price of $51?
A tree describing the behavior of the stock price is shown in Figure S13.3. The risk-neutral probability of an
up move, p , is given by

e005312  095
 05689
106  095
There is a payoff from the option of 5618  51  518 for the highest final node (which corresponds to two
up moves) zero in all other cases. The value of the option is therefore
518  056892  e005612  1635
This can also be calculated by working back through the tree as indicated in Figure S13.3. The value of the
call option is the lower number at each node in the figure.
p

Figure S13.3: Tree for Problem 13.12

Problem 13.14.
A stock price is currently $25. It is known that at the end of two months it will be either $23 or $27. The riskfree interest rate is 10% per annum with continuous compounding. Suppose ST is the stock price at the end
of two months. What is the value of a derivative that pays off ST2 at this time?
At the end of two months the value of the derivative will be either 529 (if the stock price is 23) or 729 (if the
stock price is 27). Consider a portfolio consisting of:
 
shares
1  derivative
The value of the portfolio is either 27  729 or 23  529 in two months. If
27  729  23  529
i.e.,
  50
the value of the portfolio is certain to be 621. For this value of  the portfolio is therefore riskless. The
current value of the portfolio is:
50  25  f
where f is the value of the derivative. Since the portfolio must earn the risk-free rate of interest

(50  25  f )e010212  621
i.e.,

f  6393

The value of the option is therefore $639.3.
This can also be calculated directly from equations (13.2) and (13.3). u  108 , d  092 so that
e0102 12  092
p
 06050
108  092
and
f  e010212 (06050  729  03950  529)  6393

Problem 13.21.
A stock price is currently $50. It is known that at the end of six months it will be either $60 or $42. The riskfree rate of interest with continuous compounding is 12% per annum. Calculate the value of a six-month
European call option on the stock with an exercise price of $48. Verify that no-arbitrage arguments and
risk-neutral valuation arguments give the same answers.
At the end of six months the value of the option will be either $12 (if the stock price is $60) or $0 (if the
stock price is $42). Consider a portfolio consisting of:
  shares
1  option
The value of the portfolio is either 42 or 60  12 in six months. If
42  60  12
i.e.,
  06667
the value of the portfolio is certain to be 28. For this value of  the portfolio is therefore riskless. The
current value of the portfolio is:
06667  50  f
where f is the value of the option. Since the portfolio must earn the risk-free rate of interest

(06667  50  f )e01205  28
i.e.,
The value of the option is therefore $6.96.

f  696

This can also be calculated using risk-neutral valuation. Suppose that p is the probability of an upward
stock price movement in a risk-neutral world. We must have
60 p  42(1  p)  50  e006
i.e.,
18 p  1109
or:
p  06161
The expected value of the option in a risk-neutral world is:
12  06161  0  03839  73932
This has a present value of
73932e006  696
Hence the above answer is consistent with risk-neutral valuation.

